Supramolecular aggregation of regioregular poly(4-alkyl-2,6-quinoline)s.
Phase behavior and morphological features of regioregular, n-type semiconducting poly(4-alkyl-2,6-quinoline)s were examined in detail via a combination of thermal, microscopic, and diffraction methods. Two members (P4OQ and P4DQ, with n-octyl and n-decyl substitutions, respectively) in this series were selected as representatives. Results indicate the dominance of lamellar mesophase throughout the experimentally accessed temperature range (from ambient to above 300 degrees C), with lamellar spacing well-correlated with side-chain length and temperature. Optical textures observed via polarized light microscopy reveal clear domain-wall features in P4OQ but more solid-like characteristics for P4DQ; improved lamellar order was also observed for P4DQ as compared to P4OQ. These signify stronger tendency toward supramolecular self-assembly with increasing side-chain length. A model of molecular arrangement in the lamellar mesophase in which the free volume is identified as the gap between tips of extended (and interdigitated) side chains and the backbone of the neighboring chain is proposed to account for the observed variation of layer spacing with side-chain length and temperature. The presence of nanodomains (similar to those previously reported for p-type conjugated polymers) is also identified in the present n-type series, implying general existence of this inherent morphological heterogeneity in semiconducting hairy-rod polymers. This means that molecular aggregation is determined solely by ground-state intermolecular forces; differences in carrier transport characteristics are irrelevant during morphological development. Origins of these nanodomains are discussed in terms of backbone folding (via inherent chemical defects or elastic bending) as well as fringed-micelle aggregates.